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Some of my best times of writing, thinking, listening and drawing occurred
while I was away from home. ! am forever grateful to a few of my relatives for
allowing Rod and I to vacation at their "resorts" which proved to be excellent time
for me and my thesis.
Thank you, Aunt Margaret, for sharing your Florida home with us in March
1996. I can still picture myself sitting at the patio table by the pool with a stack of
books, my computer and a great cup of freshly brewed coffee. I also remember
sitting by your dock overlooking the canal with my journal and pastels while
soaking up the warm morning sunshine. Your hospitality reminded me of your
sister and my Mom. THANKS!
Uncle Bill and Aunt Ruth, thank you for allowing Rod and I to spend a long
weekend atthe Behrens Leisure Lodge in Wisconsin during August 1996. !had
time once again to be still, to relax, to listen, and then the words and drawings
just began to flow. There ! was sitting outside by the picnic table with a stack of
books and my computer while overlooking the lake and watching the loons. lt
was a great time of listening. I shall not forget sitting on the deck and the state
of mind, body and spirit that I was in while doing the last drawing I have included
here. lt was a sacred moment for me of true release, freedom and fulfillment.
THANKS!
Marie McNeff, sincere thanks to you for allowing me to let my heart lead
this process. I admire your wisdom in refraining from giving me lots of advice.
There were a few times when I thought you wanted to give me more direction
and I even wanted that from you, but I believe you deliberately chose not to. You
knew that this was my journey, and I needed to walk it by myself. THANKS!
And the biggest thanks and the biggest hug goes to my special husband,
Rod. He has lived with me throughout this whole process. I spent many hours
of alone time reading, studying, journaling, drawing and typing while he was
either cross country skiing or riding bike. My reply many times was, "No, I can't
join you, l'fir working on my paper." However, even though I gave up some of
those activities and times with him, I think he will say that what l've been through
in the past two years has been positive for me personally and for our
relationship. THANKS for your support and for allowing me to do just what l've
done and for allowing me to be me.

ABSTRACT OF THESIS
This thesis takes a rather unusual approach to leadership. lt may be the
only MAL thesis that contains abstract colored drawings instead of charts or
graphs. lt focuses on the internal development and experience perspective of
my leadership journey which begins in my inner soul and spirit. I have openly
shared the methods I have used and my experiences, as well as my findings,
results and conclusions.
Moreover, this was definitely a journey of listening to my heart and
allowing what was in my heart to come forth. Sometimes what came out was in
words, but sometimes it was an abstract drawing. lnitially I was confused by
these drawings, but they changed and developed over time and took on more
meaning and depth. They continued to speak, and I came to appreciate them
not only for what they said, but for how they were a significant part of my journey.
This whole process has influenced who I am and how I lead, both
personally and professionally. l've experienced the fulfillment and meaning in life
that comes from listening to my heart and to my art or of being led rather than
leading. Living life from this perspective is challenging and risky, but I've been
obedient and courageous and have embraced the opportunity that this thesis
presented. lt's been a very powerful and rewarding experience in my life.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUGTION
BACKGROUND

LISTEN

. to your he(art). But I don't have timel I don't want to take

the time! l'm too busy! Besides, what will I hear if I really listen? lt might scare

me! I might have to make some changes in my life! lt might be painful!
l'm on a journey, a life and leadership journey that's exciting, yet fearful
and strewn with challenges and struggles along the way. l'm finding that this
process takes commitment, energy, courage and time. lt's not just time doing
but time being, and that includes being quiet and listening rather than thinking.
It's time spent listening to my heart . . . . . to God.

It's not enough or even the right approach to set aside ten minutes each
day to tell God what he should be doing for me. lt's developing a relationship

with him that gives him access to all areas of my life--the bright spots as well as
the shady corners and then listening and being open to how he wants to move
and work within me. lt's scary to think of letting the Almighty God have that
much freedom in my

life! But then again, what are the other options? To live

with me in complete control sounds too normal, too boring, too status quo; lwant

to be out there living on the edge. And besides, in my heart I know that God has
much more in store for those who release their whole selves--their heart, soul,
mind, body and spirit over to him. For the scriptures state, ". . . He is a rewarder
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of those who seek Him." Hebrews 1 1:6b. And ! know that his rewards are much

greater than anything I could do.
One of the rewards l've experienced during the past year has resulted

from some of the spontaneous drawing that I have done. l'm amazed at what
can come forth when ljust atlow the spirit to flow through the pastels in my

hands. I have uncovered a way to get in touch with a part of myself that I never
really knew existed. And, the process and experience of discovery is FUN! lt's
PLAYFUL and PRAYFUL! lt causes me to feel humility and awe. lt pierces to

the core for answering those questions about what's important and how to have
meaning in life.
Obviously, this paper is a chronicle of part of my personal journey in life.
It documents the process I have gone through, including books I have read,

classes I have taken, people I have talked to, experiences I have had, and
drawings I have done that all had an effect on where I am today.

Application to Leadership
One may note after reading this paper that the word leadership is seldom

used. Have I missed the point in this Masters of Leadership program??? I hope
that is not the case, but that just the opposite is true--the place where leadership
starts is internal; it's in myself, my heart and my soul. Then it logically follows
that what is going on inside will be manifest on the outside--in my relationships,
in the decisions I make, in my leadership role at work, in the way I live my life.
2

The two aspects cannot be lived separately from each other; they are two, yet

they are one.
Hagberg and Guelich (1989) co-authored a book entitled The Critical

Journey, which is about the stages of an individual's spiritual life. Prior to writing
that book, Hagberg had already published Real Power, about the levels of power
in organizations, which increased her recognition as a credible consultant in

corporate communities. While her plans included writing a sequel to that book
about leadership, she was surprisingly drawn to writing about the spiritual

journey. A friend of hers later commented on The Critical Journey, "'Perhaps
this rs the book about leadership."' According to Hagberg,
Unless we closely attend to the spiritual undergirding of our lives, our
leadership development can become rigid or even atrophy. By contrast, if

we nufiure our spiritual life and experience the healing of life's wounds,
especially after age thirty-five, new levels of intuitive, inspired,
courageous, and creative leadership will emerge that are unique to our
own life's calling. (p. viii)
Like Hagberg, I have taken a different approach to revealing leadership.

I

have focused on the internal development and experience perspective and have

shared my experiences, findings and results. That inner soul and spirit is where
my leadership journey truly begins.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

L/SIE/V

. TO YOUR HEART was the title I have retained for my

paper since beginning the typing in January 1996. lt wasn't until I had done
much of the literature review on the art aspect of the paper, that I realized the

word ART was embedded in the word HEART. That realization or syncronicity
moment confirmed to me that the two areas I was pulling together were leading
me on the right path.

Then in April 1996 while again working on the paper and after beginning
to focus more on the listening part, I suddenly saw the word HEAR ln the word
HEART and was again struck by how one word could contain so many aspects

of my paper.
The problem, or the focus of my paper, is bringing together listening on

the inside with an artistic endeavor and then using that artistic endeavor to
express, better understand, and reveal key insights of my spiritual and
leadership journey.
I have chosen to pursue the experience of spiritual direction as a way to

develop a deeper relationship with God and focus on spirituality in my life, and
on drawing with pencil and pastels as the artistic medium to express my heart,
my soul, my inner self. A key characteristic in developing deeper relationships is
listening, and my focus here is on listening to my heart and then discerning what

God is or isn't saying or doing. By closely listening to what is going on inside,
can then express that artistically.
+

I

I have chosen to experience this journey rather than just read and

understand intellectually about another's journey. This experience has become
a part of my life, has forced me to question and challenge what I believe, has
encouraged me to release some of my control, has shaped who I am, and has
convinced me so deeply that I know that I know. lt's not second hand knowledge
or belief. In the same way, Peter's message of encouragement to the early
Christians was so powerful because he was an eyewitness to the life of Jesus;
he experienced him. "For we did not follow cleverly devised tales when we made
known to you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were

eyewitnesses of His Majesty." 2 Peter 1 :16
Embedded within the main problem are several subproblems or questions

that have intrigued me. They are: What does it mean to really listen to God?
What is experiencing God really like? How can I deepen my relationship with
him so it really makes a difference in my life? Will learning more about spiritual

direction be helpful for me? How can I better discern what's going on in my life?
How has some of the drawing that ! have done helped me along the way? How

can it really tap into my unconscious and reveal key insights? Can I understand
my drawings myself or do I need someone to interpret them for me? Will any of

this really make a difference in my life and in my approach to leadership? AII of
these issues will be addressed along the way.
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DEFINIT!ONS

ArtJournaling: lt is a form of prayer, a spiritual discipline, and a tool that
can be used to help focus, express, or respond to prayer. lt enables the

elements of design such as line, space, darkness and light, color, and energy to
be a medium for visual expression. lt can reveal feelings, thoughts, and
experiences which can transform us.

Artistic Endeavor: A way to work with art materials and use that as an
oppoftunity to express the self.

Beginnings of Christian Spiritual Direction: The practice originated
with the desert fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries in Egypt, Syria and

Palestine. Throughout the centuries, some form of spiritual direction has existed,
especially in the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and Orlhodox traditions. More
recently, however, Protestants have taken an interest in incorporating spiritual
direction in their theology (G. May, 1982, p. 3-4).

Director and Directee: The role of a spiritual director is to facilitate the
relationship between the Lord and the directee and to help the directee listen,
discern, and respond to the working of the Lord in her life.

Discernment: This term was found in the spiritual direction and spirituality
literature. lt is the process of recognizing and admitting differences which could
either be from God or the Holy Spirit, from the self or an individual's spirit, or
from an evil spirit. Understanding experiences can be useful information in
making a decision.
6

Journey: A process of movement, of going toward, of stopping along the
way to rest, of taking detours, of surprises, of making progress. lt is not a quick
trip from here to there with a specific destination in mind.

Prayer: Either a silent, spoken, or written communication with God.

Soul: lt is the living being of an individual, and though it does not have

a

material existence, it is manifested through thoughts, actions, and emotions, or

through one's personal experience (Bolman and Deal, 1995, p. 9-10).

Spirit: lt is the essential, animating force or power within an individual that
gives the soul life (Bolman and Deal, 1995, p. 9-10).

Spiritua! Direction: lt is the practice of listening with someone and
helping them hear and discern God for themselves. As quoted by G. May
(1982), "it is a human relationship that seeks realization of that which is beyond
human comprehension" (p. 1).

Spiritual Direction--what it is

NOT:

!t is not counseling, discipling, or

psychotherapy. Counseling is a brief series of meetings in which a counselor
tries to help a client resolve personal difficulties, work through a specific crisis, or
reach a decision. lt is not long-term. Discipling is teaching or telling another
individual about how to do something, such as how to pray. Psychotherapy is
usually more long-term and is concerned with the inner being and the

unconscious of the client rather than an immediate situation, his family
background or social problems (G. May, 1982, p. 93, 105).

7

Spirituality: The mind, body and spirit are combined in human beings.
The spirit breathes life into our mind and body. Many people are beginning to
embrace the concept of spirituality which can have either a religious or a
Christian connotation to

it.

Per Hagberg and Guelich, "spirituality is an urge or

power within us that drives us toward meaning for our Iives. .

which we live out our response to God"

(p 2-3).

. lt's the way in

ln this paper lwill be using the

term from the Christian perspective which reflects the experience and
involvement of God in our lives.

I

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

A LIFE, LEADERSHIP AND SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
"Journey" is a common metaphor in many of the texts and is used to

describe the life experience, the leadership experience, and also the spiritual

experience. Bolman and Deal (1995) gave their perspective on describing

a

journey, which can be applied to either a life, leadership, or spiritual experience.
According to them, it's not like looking at a map and having a clearly defined
route to reach a destination. Rather, it's one of moving into uncharted territory,

exploring, and listening along the way for the turns to make. lt may mean letting
go, being out of control, and losing contact with the familiar and comfortable.
"The safety of the known which only leads to boredom stifles the experience of
life" (Bolman and Deal, 1995,

p 59).

ln its simplest form, a leadership journey or a spiritual journey is an
individual's lived out experiences of developing within which includes one's
relationship with God; it is the journey of finding meaning in life. The journey is a

paradox. lt's about losing ourselves to find ourselves, releasing to get true
rewards, being led instead of leading. lt's a journey of passion. lt's the life of the

heart. lt's listening to our heart to truly experience a fulfilling and meaningful life.
The literature does not paint a picture of an easy journey, but rather a

I

journey of courage to the depths and heights to find ourselves, our calling. This
is so well stated in a text by Leech (1980) with his reference to a passage written
by a nineteenth century Russian spiritual guide.

As to those who are happy without bothering much about the deeper
Christian life-the life of the mind and heart--theirs is the peace of this
world, not the peace of our Master. Whenever we set out firmly to tread
the inner path, a storm of temptations and persecutions always assails us.
(Leech, 1980 , p. 47)
G. May (1982) pointed out that we can resist growth and spiritual
development by not being willing to give up what this growth requires. !t reveals
things about ourselves that we may not be willing to face or may be resisting at
an unconscious Ievel. lt asks sacrifices of our time, energy, and resources. As
stated by G. May (1982),
It demands our very hearts. lt should not be surprising to find ourselves

resisting that which we consciously most desire, or distorting spiritual truth
into self-contrived figments that we hope might give us fulfillment without

sacrifice. (p.

21 )

WHAT GIVES MEANING TO OUR LIVES?
Many people think they have a fulfilling life----especially when measured
by career success, material possessions, and family and friends. However, over

a period of time, they may become disillusioned and ask questions such as: ls
10

there more? What gives meaning to my life? How can I be truly fulfilled? We
often seek the answers to these questions in the wrong places by becoming
more involved in careers and pursuing possessions. Ultimately, the quest for
meaning often follows a path that leads to God. Hagberg and Guelich (1989)
quoted Pascal as describing each of us as having a "God-shaped vacuum within
our lives that only God can adequately fill"

(xvi). The authors also believe that

this search for meaning and the spiritual journey are one in the same.
The research on spirituality presented by Leech (1980) referred to
statements made by psychologist Carl Jung and Viennese analyst, Viktor Frankl,
based on their interaction with patients. ln the 1930's Jung claimed that "about a
third of my cases are suffering from no clinically definable neurosis, but from the
senselessness and emptiness of their Iives." And as quoted by Frankl, "The
spiritual dimension cannot be ignored, for it is what makes us human" (qtd.

in

Leech, 1980, p. 105).
Hunger and want may precede finding that meaning and calling in life.

According to Guenther (1992), however, we may not even know whatwe want.
We may have good relationships with family and friends, a good job, a nice
home, and yet we want something else, something more. We want to be

touched and also to touch in a more meaningful and deeper way. And, wB often
miss the point of thinking that by changing our external environment our internal

environment will change.
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Based on the life experiences and studies of Guenther, what we really
hunger for is God. ln her role as a spiritual director, she has people coming to
her saying, "l'm not really sure why l'm here. I don't know what lwant"

(Guenther, 1992, p.3). Ihey are sincere, yet apologetic in this statement as they
are not able to articulate this deep desire and need. Although there may be
many legitimate external and even internal wants, finally getting to the point of
being able to say what one really wants is a big step toward getting there.

Underneath all the layers, God is what many people want.
Barry and Connolly (1982) also asserted that many people are searching

for meaning, "for a rock that will give stability in a rapidly changing world" (p.16),
which they see as a religious quest. The rock they describe is God, which must
be experienced individually in one's heaft, mind and spirit. Someone else's

experience cannot suffice; ultimately it must be our own. We are free to listen or
not to listen as God communicates with us or to respond or not to respond. We
make a conscious choice about how the relationship will go--whether it will grow

and develop or not.

LISTENING ON THE INSIDE---TO YOUR HEART, TO THE STILL,
SMALL VOICE
Many of the texts referred to listening on the inside and described this as
listening to the heart, the still, small voice, the inner self, the spirit, or the whole
being.
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Sinetar (1995) stressed the importance of listening to the still, small voice
inside of us rather than compulsively and intellectually moving ahead. She

described this quiet, inner impulse as distinctly spiritual, but necessary in
providing balance to our desires. Again, discerning between and balancing the
"should" of the intellect and the voice of the heart is key. Sinetar referred to the

internationally renowned Korean pastor, Dr. Paul Cho, and his use of the terms
"belly faith" (gut feel) and "head faith" (intellectual urging). He learned about the

disasters that can result from making decisions based on head faith and not
listening to the inner spirit.

Sinetar (1995) described inward listening as being "intensely pleasurable,exquisite really--to consciously sift through all our inmost subtleties and learn to
hear ourselves" (p. 119). She encouraged the reader to listen with his/her entire

being--without distractions and in stillness. Ghandi once wrote that this silence
brings "the highest potency and is self-acting (power)" (qtd. in Sinetar, 1995, p.

122). Any actions we can take or activities we can engage in that cause the
world's noise to subside provide the best opportunity to lead us in the direction
we should go. She referred to a teaching of Confucius that this type of listening
is to "fast at the heart:"

The hearing that is only in the ears is one thing. The hearing of the
understanding is another. But the hearing of the spirit is not Iimited to any
one faculty, to the ear, or to the mind. Hence it demands the emptiness of
all the faculties. And when the faculties are empty, then the whole being
13

listens. There is then a direct grasp of what is right there before you that
can never be heard with the ear or understood with the mind. . . . Fasting
of the heart begets (inner unity) and freedom. (Sinetar, 1995, p. 122)

This is a gradual process of listening, hearing and then doing in small
matters first and then applying this to larger, more significant ones. Real

development follows in an individual when this exercise is repeated indefinitely.
The more rapport we have with our heafi, the greater likelihood that we'll know
what to do. We'll get to the point where quietness and silence become a
necessity in our life rather than an unfamiliar activity crowded out by busyness.
The importance of listening to your hearl is reiterated also by Bolman

(1995). He stated that we are the only ones that truly know what's in our hearts-it's not something that a consultant can tell us. We each need to find meaning
for ourselves, and without this, our lives are just filled with busyness.
Bolman and Deal (1995) quoted the First Epistle of John writing about
Jesus by stating that, "The spirit you have received from him remains within you,
and you don't need to have any man teach

things and is the truth" (p.

39)

you. But that spirit teaches you all

We need to recognize and trust the spirit within,

rather than letting someone else be in charge of our journey. No one else can

tell us what's in our heart.
R. May (1975) discussed inward listening as it pertained to an afiist and

creativity. He used the term "receptivity" to describe the artist's "holding herself
alive and open to hear what being may speak"
14

(p 91) This is not taking a

passive or lazy approach, rather it requires a high degree of sensitivity,

attentiveness, and active listening which the aftist must recognize and respect.
While discussing spiritual deepening, Hagberg (1995) asked the question,
"What does your heart want?" This usually resulted in blank stares because this

question is not asked often, and people don't know how to respond. Anyway,
most of us would think we couldn't have what our heart wanted. lt wouldn't be

possible. lt's too much to ask. I'm not worthy of that. As we progress in our
journey, however, asking that question and then listening for the response
becomes more important. Then, when we hear a response, are we serious
about following it and using it as an important guide in our Iives? According to

Hagberg (1995), "lt is absolutely critical that you stay close to the center if you
want to live on the edge" (p. 171).

WE NEED A BALANCE BETWEEN LISTENING ON THE INSIDE AND
LISTENING ON THE OUTSIDE.
Too often listening on the outside is the predominant mode of listening.
However, Jung and Edwards indicated that we can benefit from the strengths of

both modes when they are balanced and complement each other. Jung
presented his perspective using the terms "cot'lscious" and "unconscious," and
focused on dreams as the vehicle of communication between the two. Edwards
used the definitions of "left mode" and "right mode" and concentrated on drawing
as the link.
15

Jung's philosophy of the conscious and unconscious
Jung (1964) proposed the balance between the inside and outside in his
theory of individuation. This is the process by which the conscious and the
unconscious learn to know, respect, accommodate and complement one another
and learn to live at peace.
Throughout Jung's text, his philosophy of the unconscious being the guide
and adviser of the conscious was stated very clearly. The method of
communication that he focused on from the unconscious to the conscious was

dreams. He treated them as a direct, personal and meaningful communication to
the dreamer. However, how can they be meaningful when we so often assume
that the conscious is sense and the unconscious is nonsense?
Jung spent more than half a century studying dreams and came to the
conclusion that they are not meaningless. He stated, "On the contrary, dreams
provide the most interesting information for those who take the trouble to
understand their symbols" (Jung, 1964, p. 102). They have nothing to do with

worldly concerns, but rather with the meaning of life and the desire of the human
heart.

Leech (1980) referred to Jung's research and writings and indicated that

they revea! a close relationship between psychology and spirituality. Jung taught
that the unconscious mind could communicate with the conscious mind by using

symbols. And, in order to have spiritual and psychological health it was

16

necessary that the conscious and unconscious be in harmony with each other.
Focusing on only one could be disastrous.

Edward's philosophy of the left mode and right mode
Edwards (1986) suggested that there may be different ways other than

the usual modes of thought to look at the world. The dominant method has been
verbal language and analytical thought; however, wouldn't there also be benefit
from a visual language and perceptual thought. The text explored ways in which
visual, perceptual thinking can be expressed. We write to verbalize our
thoughts, and we can also draw to express the thoughts we can't necessarily put
in words. Drawings, like words, have meaning, which can capture what we at

times may have difficulty expressing.
The author used definitions of the left mode (L-mode) of the brain and
right mode (R-mode) of the brain as styles of thinking for explaining the

differences. The L-mode is more popular in our culture and emphasizes verbal,
logical, analytical thinking which can be translated into manageable words,

symbols or formulas for daily living. ln contrast, the R-mode functions in the
nonverbal, visual, perceptual realm which is filled with ambiguity and complexity.
It's very nonlinear in processing information and is more difficult to put into

words. We, as individuals, can benefit from the strengths of both modes when
we allow them to complement each other rather than letting the L-mode

dominate. The combination improves our thinking.
17

lnterestingly, G, May (1982) included a comment in his text about
spirituality and the Ieft mode/right mode brain characteristics. Sometimes
spiritual growth seems to be associated more with development of the intuitive
and aesthetic realm of the R-mode. Additionally, it seems to be easier for these
intuitive/feeling personalities to deal with certain spiritual subtleties than those
with a more intellectual or L-mode orientation.

GUIDANGE FROM YOURSELF ON THE JOURNEY; LISTENING ON
THE INSIDE-..TAPPING INTO YOUR CREATIVE SELF
Several of the authors suggested that getting involved with art and the
creative process can give an individual insight into what one is experiencing
internally and can lead to growth, awareness, inner strength and even inner

healing. Hagberg, L'Engle, Keyes, Rhyne and Miller all used some form of
artistic materials either in their own life or with their students or clients to tap into
the creative self.

Hagberg suggested trying a new artistic endeavor.
Hagberg (1994) stated that tapping into the creative side may be a whole
new experience, a different way of looking at the world, a unique way to hear

your soul speak. However, taking a class as a newcomer to an artistic activity
requires courage, as you may be surrounded by experts in the field. This

presents an opportunity to confront the fear of making mistakes, needing
18

approval and striving to do the best. She encouraged the participant to ask the

questions that the child inside would ask, rather than asking how to do it right.
Yes, creativity requires courage, and according to Hagberg (1994),
"creativity does not call you to achieve" (p. 242'). Creativity calls you to honestly
search your depths and express on the outside the truth you have found inside

yourself. She uses the term "exasperating" to describe the experience. As we
courageously embrace the frustration and irritation that this searching can entail,
we are able to express the inner truth. She is so confident in believing this that
the text stated, "That I promise you" (p.242).
Hagberg suggested a unique way to approach an artistic activity by

stopping and asking what would it like you to experience today. Pausing before
the activity is started is a way to consciously get in touch with your soul and Iet
that lead the drawing, for example, rather than rushing ahead with the outer self
in control. This is an opportunity to allow a relationship to develop between your
art and your soul. The art is then an expression of yourself and not just

completing an assignment.
Hagberg (1994) was so emphatic in her belief in the value of an artistic
endeavor that she stated, "art can feed you, touch you, and inform you at times
of distress in ways nothing else can" (p.242). She said this from personal

experience, as it was through months of drawing that she was able to regain her
power, energy, and inner strength. This is not just a process of leading, but of
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allowing ourselves to be lead. Being courageous enough to try a new artistic

endeavor is a step toward getting us there.

L'Engle proposed that the artist is a selvant of the work.
L'Engle (1980) reflected on faith and art in her text and reiterated the
importance of listening to the work. She suggested that the artist be obedient to
the work or be a willing servant. ln fact, she stated, "\y'y'hen the artist is truly the

servant of the work, the work is betterthan the artist" (L'Engle, 1980, p.24).
When the work takes over, the artist can get out of the way and can listen. She
stated that, "an artist is a nourisher and a creator who knows that during the act

of creation there is collaboration. We do not create alone" (p. 44).

Keyes contended that the experience of art is important.
Keyes (1983) supported the idea that ail materials can be used to gain

self-understanding. She described two dimensions of this: (1) the art experience
in itself, which can be a powerful process of being fully engaged with the

materials, and (2) a structured meditation process, whereby art materials are
used to understand feelings or ideas that one has been unable to express in
words.
Keyes termed the work she did with clients as art therapy. This was not a
process of answering questions, but rather of clarifying, of deepening questions,

and of pointing to options. There was not a prescribed model she followed with
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her clients because this was such an individual, inward journey of self-discovery

and understanding for each one. She saw herself more as a facilitator and
asked questions such as: "Where does the material seem to be going? How did
you feel when you started? When you finished? What do you sense as you look

at it now" (Keyes, 1983, p. vii)? ln some cases the questions were unnecessary,
and the experience itself was what was important.

Rhyne suggested a gestalt or wholistic approach to the art

experience.
Rhyne (1984) stated that "the experience of creating art contributes to
clarity of insight" (p. vi). As an artist and an art therapist, she did not take the

approach of trying to prove the value of art therapy, but rather wanted to share
with the reader her experiences and insight as well as those of hundreds of other
people who have been enlightened through their art experiences.

Rhyne (1984) defined art as "forms that emerge from our individual
creative experiencing" (p. 7), and they deserve our attention. Any line or shape
that we draw has to do with who we are as people--it reflects our experiences,
thoughts and feelings; it's personal just to us. This mode of experience can also
be just to have fun, to create, to express an inner self, or for therapeutic release.

All of these reasons are

valid. Hertext is based on what she termed a gestalt

art experience, or,
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The complex personal you making art forms, being involved in the forms
you are creating as events, observing what you do, and hopefully
perceiving through your graphic productions not only yourself as you are

now, but also alternate ways that are available to you for creating yourself
as you would like to

be. (Rhyne, 1984, p. 9)

The experience is wholistic, involving your whole self, and the goal of the
experience is personal growth, education, increasing awareness and
perceptiveness, creativity, and personal identity.

Miller experienced inner healing from her painting.
Miller (1995) used paintings to get in touch with her inner self or her

unconscious. Painting was Miller's way of breaking through the barriers of her
consciousness to deal with the abuse that she experienced from her mother
during her childhood; this was her method of gaining access to her repressed

feelings. ln her experience, painting preceded speaking which eventually lead
her to writing books. The key to inner liberation was her painting.

WHO SEEKS TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES THROUGH ARTISTIC
ENDEAVORS?
Many of the people Rhyne (1984) worked with were not in trouble and in
need of therapy, but were self-directed and self-motivated and were looking for

personal groMh. She gave the example of an achievement and goal oriented
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woman who had worked hard in her life, but had not given herself the opportunity
to play. Working with the art materials gave her the chance to play and
experience the media rather than seeing it as something to conquer or achieve.
This eventually lead her to increased freedom as she broke through some of the
rigidity in her life.
Rhyne described many of the people she worked with as professionally

responsible and very normal people who have used art materials to reach parls
of themselves they have neglected or repressed. Outsiders who may see their

art, read what they write, or hear them speak during this creative process may
label them as crazy or irrational. However, it may be this very setting--a positive
and accepting environment which allows them to act out, that keeps them from

becoming crazy or insane. They need this outlet for expressing normal
idiosyncratic feelings, thoughts and emotions so they can function more fully in

their professional realities.

WHAT !S THE STYLE OF EXPRESSING ONE'S INNER SELF?
The authors were consistent in stating that any planned, organized
approach using technical, artistic skill was not the way to discover any inner
meaning or insight. The key was to spontaneously put marks on the paper, play
with the materials, and let one's own style come forth.
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May's distinction between talent and creativity.
How are talent and creativity a part of one's style? R. May (1975) gave a

distinction between the two by stating an individual may have talent whether or
not she uses it; it's more measurable. However, creativity is seen in the act of

creating. One can have talent without creativity, creativity without talent, or a
combination of both. Although talent is helpful in making something look like it
should, the act of creativity comes closer to expressing one's inner self. Hence,

the greatness in a work is not so much that it is a depiction of a thing observed,
but that it portrays the encounter one has of listening inwardly.

Miller's style of play, experimentation and wonder.
The liberation that Miller (1995) experienced was not possible when she
tried to follow particular techniques and academic rules. On the contrary, these
techniques blocked her ability to express herself. Eventually, she learned that
her style needed to emerge from the strong desire to express herself. The
approach that worked best for her was one of play, experimentation and wonder.

Additionally, she needed to let her hand move at will, be spontaneous and work
quickly, sometimes completing a picture in a few minutes. Any planned,
organized approach she took resulted in frustration, and it was only when she
followed her inner self that she came to learn more about herself and her

childhood. This improvisational approach was so significant to her that she
stated, "in retrospect, my strong resistance to formal training, to thought and
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planning in the area of my painting, perhaps even saved my life" (Miller, 1995, p.

22). Eventually she had hundreds of pictures which served as a journal for that
period in her development.

Edwards' style of expressing a visual Ianguage.
Edwards (1986) contended that drawings like words, have meaning,

which can capture what we at times may have difficulty expressing. We can
draw to express thoughts we can't necessarily put into words. Drawings can
also show which mode of the brain was in charge, even though the person may

be unaware of this. Looking at an object to draw and not really "seeing"
demonstrated the L-mode dominance drawing what it thought it should logically

draw. ln contrast, looking at something upside down forces one to "see
differently" and not be influenced by usual preconceptions. Always drawing
something the way it should be prevents us from expressing the thoughts from
within.

The author, also an art teacher, devoted a chapter to an exercise that she
uses for her students. She instructed them to think about a problem situation in

their lives and then draw that situation in an analog form. By this she meant
drawing "no objects, no recognizable symbols, no words, or no pictures--nothing
but marks on the paper, the evidence of visual thought" (Edwards, 1986, p. 103)

The purpose of this exercise was not for them to draw something they already
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knew about, but to use this drawing to find out, to see the situation from a new
perspective, to express it in a visual language so that it could be seen.

Keyes' style of playing with materials.
For Keyes (1983) technical, artistic skill was not the point; in fact, an
unfamiliarity with the medium may enhance the experience. She did not intend

for her clients to become artists. The key was to play with the materials, explore
possibilities, let the child within come forth, and find out more about yourself. lt's
not about comparisons with anyone else.

Rhyne's style of doing your own thing.
According to Rhyne (1984) there is no right or wrong way to draw; it's your

way. Develop your style of creativity which is natural for you. The drawing may
have no meaning to anyone but the individual artist involved, and that's okay.
It's not necessary to contrast or compare your way as being better or worse than

that of another. Do your own thing and let the other do his; respect each other's

uniqueness. While drawing, give yourself permission to play. Then, what's
important is trying to discover the meaning. Using the Ianguage of art materials
is an opportunity to express the self in a way that promotes new meaning and
insig ht.
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STATE OF MIND WHILE !N AN ARTISTIG ENDEAVOR
A few of the authors indicated that while engaged in an artistic endeavor,
an individual may have a different awareness of her mind as well as her body.
Edwards (1986) reported that artists notice a change in consciousness or
a different state of mind when they are drawing that they are unaware of until
after the

fact.

In these situations, the verbal, conceptual L-mode is dominated by

the visual, perceptual R-mode which requires a mental shift and causes them to
"see differently." What does this mean? Per Edwards (1986),

One is unable to carry on a conversation, interruption is seriously
resented, and the mental state produces a sense of alert concentration,
quite the opposite of daydreaming. There is a loss of the sense of time

passing, a lack of any sense of boredom, and a sense at times of nearrevelation or near-mystical insight. (p. 42)
R. May (1975) used the terms "intensity of awareness, a heightened
consciousness" to describe this state of mind (p.

44). He described several

neurological changes such as quickened heart beat, higher blood pressure,
increased intensity and constriction of vision, oblivion to things around, and
Iessening of appetite. Some of these same characteristics may be seen in the

fight or flight mechanism; however, that is triggered in a fearful or anxious

situation, What he described is an orientation of an artist's state of mind toward

joy. lt's not a joy of satisfaction so much as it is an intense consciousness of
actualizing one's potential.
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Several exercises were suggested by Keyes (1983), and she asked her
clients, upon completion of an exercise, to be particularly aware of how their
body felt, the quality of their breathing, and how it felt to be totally engrossed with

their art. She also suggested writing about these feelings and insights as this
helped clarify and strengthen them.
Rhyne (1984) suggested to her clients that they be aware that they are

aware. They should continually be aware of the process taking place by
sensing, thinking and feeling.

WHAT DO THESE ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS MEAN AND HOW DOES
ONE FIND THIS OUT?
Several of the authors addressed this question that obviously follows
when one spontaneously draws out of one's inner self, lnitially, the artist may
look to others to help gain understanding; however, the authors of the texts
contended that the artist herself may be able to give the best interpretation.

Miller discovered that she could uncover the truth.
ln Miller's (1995) text, with this new experience of letting the child in her
spread through her unconsciousness, also came the desire to understand what
all of it meant and what the child was trying to express. She initially Iooked to
others to help her gain this understanding and interpretation of her pictures, but
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eventually she discovered that she alone had the need and the ability to uncover
the truth of the child within.

Edwards contended that one knows the vocabulary of the visua!
language.
According to the work that Edwards (1986) was doing with her students,
the message that came forth was to be regarded as from the visual, perceptual,
R-mode part of the mind. The task of the student was then to read the message

by looking at the relationship of the parts of the drawing as well as the whole and
at the same time they needed to be aware of their own thoughts which may have

appeared as unexpected or surprising. Edwards (1986) contended that
subconsciously, "you know the vocabulary of the visual language--its lines,
forms, and structures. You know how to read them and what the drawing tells.
You know all this because . . . . . you know

it. You can see it" (p

104).

The next step for the students was to capture the meaning of their analog
in words, although words could not begin to express the drawing's complexity.

The task here was to express visually as well as verbally the same thought, and
to recognize the complementary nature of using both the R-mode and L-mode.
They are both valid and valued. The author expressed this exercise as "a work,
no matter how slight, that comes from the heart and therefore presents a
beautiful truth which can later be comprehended in the realm of reason"

(Edwards, 1986, p. 102)
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A comment from Edward's students after completing this exercise was
that they gained new insight on the situation and were able to shift parts of the
problem from the unconscious to the conscious where they could deal with it.
Drawing was the means to open the door.

To build upon the point of interpreting meaning from drawings, Edwards
contended that reading them is a skill that can be improved with training and

practice. By guiding the reader of the text through a few examples of interpreting
the analogs, the same skills can be used in reading your own drawings. In
addition, this can also lead to increased confidence that the interpretations you

are making of your own drawings are valid.
Although it can be risky to comprehend a personal drawing, either by the
individual or someone else, she contended that there are some basic

compositional fundamentals that will generally hold true. For example, a heavy,
blocking form may mean an obstacle, an exploding form could refer to energy

and personal power, horizontal lines may reflect tranquility. Above all, she
cautioned that these examples were included as her interpretations of the

drawings, and the reader needed to remember that perhaps the most accurate
meaning came from the maker of the drawing.
Although a drawing may tell us something, that doesn't mean a parlicular
situation may be any easier to change. The drawing merely provides a process
for tapping into the unconscious and getting those thoughts to the conscious

where they can be thought about or acted upon. Edwards suggested that while
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reading an analog the author should be on the lookout for parts that stand out,
seem out of place, or are missing. In other words, be alert to questions such as:
"l wonderwhy...? Whatif

...? Howcome...? Butwhereis...?

is that? What could that mean?" (Edwards, 1986, p.

Butwhat

123) lt may turn out that

one question is very important and the need to pursue it is key.
Edwards suggested that drawing gives one a sense of power. But it's not

the kind of power over people or things; rather; it's a personal feeling of
understanding, knowing, or connectedness with one's self as well as the world
around us. With drawing always comes the opportunity to learn something new,
to see deeper, or to gain new insight or understanding. Drawing is a paradox.
One feels that the next drawing, and then the next drawing will reveal what one
searches

for. Rather than cause frustration, there's a consistent curiosity that

entices the aftist to continue drawing. By looking outward, the artist gains insight

into herself. Conversely, by searching inward, one gains insight into the world
surrounding us. Drawing can release one's potential by tapping into the
unconscious with the expectation that "some secret is going to be revealed"

(Edwards, 1986, p. 231).

Rhyne stated that the art is drawing us to tell us something more.
Rhyne (1984) discussed the issue of images in art creations, since that is

the most obvious content. However, one cannot just look at the images, but
must look at the total context, the style, the positioning, the relationships
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between images, the colors, and many other components. Often the meaning in
a piece of art may not be obvious. Additionally, believing that there is only one

meaning of a message is false.
Rhyne suggested that there may be phases of frustration or uneasiness
during this process of exploration. We may feel like we need to get away from it,

yet it is always drawing us back to tell us something more. Suddenly, then, it will
come together and we are now able to see what we could not before. Whether
it's the actual experience of the art materials or of using the materials with the

specific goal of understanding, the art can assist in self-discovery.

GUIDANCE FROM ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL ON ONE'S SPIRITUAL
JOURNEY
ln the literature just reviewed, several authors suggested using an artistic

endeavor as a way to express one's inner voice. All of these methods focused
mainly on one person--the individual, and the interaction between that individual

--the artist, and the artistic medium as a way of gaining further insight and
understanding of one's inner self.
The literature that follows proposes that it is sometimes helpful to have
another person giving guidance along the journey. The thrust of this research
was on the topic of spiritual direction which focused primarily on an individual's
spiritual journey, which ultimately affects one's leadership and life journey as

well. Although this discussion is mainly about spiritua! direction, artistic
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endeavors can and will again be used as a complement to express and to help
understand what is going on inside.

Does one need help in their spiritual journey?
Hagberg and Guelich's (1989) experience and observation suggested that
it is usually desirable to have support along the way because one never knows

what lies ahead.
Leech (1980) addressed the question of whether guidance is necessary,

and he quoted St. Teresa as follows.
My opinion has always been and always will be that every Christian

should try to consult some learned person if he can, and the more learned
the person the better. Those who walk in the way of prayer have the
greater need of learning; and the more spiritual they are, the greater is
their need.

(p

67)

Leech also quoted Jean Grou, a great Jesuit writer on spiritual direction,

as saying that, "the greatest mistake of all is to wish to guide ourselves" (p. 69)
Additionally, Gilbert Shaw, an Anglican writer on spiritual direction stated in one
of his manuscripts, "The self-guided soul is always a prey to delusion" (p. 84)

Guidance by spiritual direction---what is it and how can it help?
ln Guenther's (1992) opinion, spiritual direction is telling a story about a

journey. lt's a journey about a relationship with God that winds upward and
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downward, inward and outward; touches the past, present and future; and can
be extremely satisfying as well as very uncomfortable, risky and

palnful. lt

should not be seen just as another opportunity for self-improvement, because
the commitment and intensity may be too high of a price for some to pay.
The primary focus of the relationship is between God and the directee,
with the director as a facilitator and teacher of discernment along the way. Her

facilitation helps the directee gain confidence, trust in her own powers of
discernment, and find her own voice so she can bring forth what is already there
to tell her own story. She is given permission to be her true self. Any changes

that take place internally in the individual, will have an effect on how she relates
to the external world as well.
Spiritual direction was the focus of a text by Barry and Connolly (1982).

As they described spiritual direction, it is help given to an individual which
enables her to pay attention to God communicating to her, to be able to respond,
to grow in intimacy with God, and to live out the consequences of that

relationship. The focus is on the experience which effects the inner, personal
core, the heart, out of which flows our external actions. What is necessary, is for
the directee to notice how he experiences God which he talks about with a

director. According to the authors, the fundamental question around this
relationship is, "Who is God for me, and who am I for him" (Barry and Connolly,
1982, p.5)?
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The directing does not mean that an authority figure is telling a directee to
do something. The directee maintains personal responsibility, and the direction
is intended to help her retain and develop more personal responsibility. Direction

does not imply problem solving, but rather seeking direction while going
somewhere and talking to someone along the way about specifically how to get
there.
Per Guenther (1992), a good teacher of spiritual direction encourages

play in addition to pray. So much emphasis in our culture is placed on leisure
which instead of being playful, is often competitive and tiring. Moreover, play is
usually seen as useless. A wise German poet-philosopher once said, "The
human being is completely human only at play" (Guenther, 1992, p.58)

Guenther mentioned how this message would come to her almost
serendipitiously when she would type play instead of pray when she wrote, "lt will
be necessary to play about this." Play can be intense and liberating; it can
stretch us and can have a serious place in the work of spiritual direction.
Another key part of spiritual direction is asking questions, to which there
are no right or wrong answers. Guenther (1992) referred to the poet Rilke's
Letters to a Young Poet where he urged his reader:

To be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart and to try to love the
questions themselves like locked rooms and like books that are written

in

a very foreign tongue. Do not seek the answers, which cannot be given
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you because you would not be able to live them. And the point is, to live

everything. Live the questions now. (p.66)
Spiritual direction does not promise easy, quick answers. Just as trying to
read a book written in a foreign tongue can be frustrating, so too can wrestling

with unanswered questions. One must not be afraid to continue to knock on
doors, without knowing what surprises may be in store when they are opened.
One must persevere to perceive.
The relationship with God in the process of spiritual direction is similar to
developing a relationship with another individual. Communication is key to
deepening the relationship, which includes sharing feelings of joy and
contentment as well as anger and frustration. An unwillingness to share these
feelings hinders the relationship.
Paying attention to each other is key in developing a relationship. As

human beings, it is difficult for us to really concentrate on another individual. We
are easily distracted. lf this is the case, how can we pay attention to a God who
is invisible? Barry and Connolly (1982) suggested contemplation, or being totally

absorbed with another so we are not preoccupied with our own activities and

concerns. They use the term "contemplative prayer" as meaning total attention
given to God so we are forgetting self and everything else. Looking to rnusic, the

beauty of the outdoors, art, or reading the Scriptures may be a way to look
beyond the self and foster contemplation. The Lord will reveal himself in many

ways and in many mediums as the directee waits and listens.
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God will be present in the relationship and will wait for the individual to
take the steps that are necessary for him to be free. As the relationship

progresses, the Lord will show Himself in many ways. According to Barry and
Connolly (1982),
The person praying has the sense that he is not controlling the way the
Lord seems to him. Someone else is setting the direction of the

relationship, deciding its events . . . The person simply looks at the Lord
as he appears in Scripture or in experience, puts himself before him as he
is, and lets happen what will happen. (p. 62)

Who seeks the guidance of a spiritual director?
Barry and Connolly (1982) described them as active, vibrant, intelligent,

mature Christians who have lived life and have not been afraid of its joys and
sorrows, have close relationships with others, and desire something more in their
relationship with God. Even though they may be successful in their jobs or in
raising a family, there's a feeling that something is missing, which is often more

pronounced in people after the age of 35

HOW DOES ONE GAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THE SPIRITUAL
DI

RECTION EXPERIENCES?

A similar question was asked earlier about artistic expressions--what do
they mean and how does one find out? Likewise, one wants to have an
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understanding of what is going on in one's relationship with God. The literature
used the term "discernment" in relation to spiritual direction as the process of
understanding experiences and using that information to make a decision. ln the
research that follows, discernment will be defined more fully and several criteria

will be given for discerning the spirits.

What is discernment?
Discernment is a process of recognizing and admitting differences which
could either be from God or the Holy Spirit, from the self or an individual's spirit,
or from an evil spirit. We may like to think that discerning any insights or

experiences is a clear and direct process, but often it's much more subtle than

that. The experiences can be interpreted in a variety of ways, and they are also
subject to our distortions, denials, or misinterpretations. At its most basic level, it
is simply recognizing differences. However, one must start to recognize those

differences in small ways before a momentous choice needs to be made.
According to Green (1984), discernment involves both perception and
judgment, and it's the perceptions or feelings that we evaluate in spiritual
discernment. Therefore, it's important to be in touch with our feelings.
Many of the texts on discernment would agree that it is an art rather than
a science. Green (1984) stated that, "it is learned by doing, by trial and error.

And it is a gift, not primarily the fruit of personal effort, but God's gift to those who
love and are loved by him" (p. 22)
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What is the "climate" for discernment?
Green (1984) was emphatic that before one can discuss the "hows" of
discerning, one must check the "climate" of discernment--how is the soul; is it
totally committed to the Lord? Do we have a "blank check" attitude toward His
will in our life?
Three qualities were identified by Green (1984) that are important in the
life of the believer to distinguish the voice of the Lord. They are:

A. A desire to do God's will,
B. An openness to God, and
C. A knowledge of God (p. 58-61)
Barry and Connolly (1982) also acknowledged some of the "climate"
qualities when they stated, "But the usefulness of this criterion depends on how

well I have come to know God" (p. 113). G. May (1982) supported this point by
indicating that sensitivity in discernment is not fully "teachable;" rather, it grows
out of one's experience in silence and prayer.

ln addition, Green (1984) also identified three essential qualities of the
heart to be truly discerning, which are:

A. Humbleness

from our own sin,

B. Charitable or slow

to judge others, and

C. Courageous to risk. (p. 66-67)
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How does one discern? What is the criteria?
Green (1984) included in his text three points made by lgnatius around
the "how" of discerning. The first was "revelation time" when God's will is so
clear that one cannot doubt the choice he needs to make. However, this
perfectly clear direction is usually not the way we discover what He wants us to

do. The second and third methods, rather than listening to God's voice, involve
listening to our good judgment and our hearts. His third method or "reasoning

time" in contrast, is a time of great uncertainty and yet tranquility where one can
make a decision based on a calm rational analysis.

The second way builds upon our good judgment and combines that with
our imagination" lgnatius suggested three imaginative exercises:

A. To consider how I would advise another person facing the same
choice;

B. To imagine myself on my deathbed and ask what would I then wish to
have chosen; or

C. To picture myself in the presence of my judge on the last day and
reflect on what decision lwould then wish to have made. (Green, 1984,

p

86)

lgnatius's point here is that these exercises help us to distance ourselves
from the situation because up close it's sometimes difficult to be objective. He
also suggested that we need to present our tentative choice to the Lord for his

confirmation and then let him work through our feelings and soul.
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lgnatius makes a distinction between thoughts and feelings when
considering discernment. According to him, we discern feelings and we do not
discern thoughts.

As stated by Barry and Connolly (1982) ln the Autobiography, lgnatius of
Loyola gave a description of his first experience with discernment.

When he dreamed of doing knightly exploits and of winning the hand of a
great lady, he felt happy and enthusiastic. But the feelings of happiness
were later replaced by a feeling of discontent. When he dreamed of doing
great things for God, he again felt happy and enthusiastic. This
happiness, however, persisted. After some time, he says, "his eyes were
opened a little, and he began to marvel at the difference and to reflect
upon it, realizing from experience that some thoughts left him sad and
others happy." He had taken the first step that led him to a lifetime of
distinguishing what was of God from other, potentially misleading,

impulses. (p. 102)
The discernment criteria that lgnatius had used here was to compare an
experience that he was sure was from God to one that he was unsure

of. lf in

some way the two conflict, as was his case, then a decision needs to be made
as to which experience to accept.

ln a similar comparison, Swope (1987) suggested that the listener use the
written Word of God as a final authority, and to compare that with what we feel,
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hear, think we hear, or are impressed

by. lf what we have heard contradicts the

Word of God, the word was not spoken by God.
Another discernment criteria can be the quality of the conversation with
God during prayer times with him. We can have an engaging dialogue with God

just as we can have with a friend. Or, we can cut the conversation off because
we may be too tired or too busy to listen or talk anymore. Or, we may distance
ourself emotionally because we don't want to talk about a particular topic now.
Barry and Connolly suggested that dullness and distance in our prayer life may

be caused from suppressing feelings and attitudes; they need to be expressed to
carry on an alive and engaging prayer life. Again, comparing an engaging
dialogue with a dull one may help us discern which is desired.

According to Barry and Connolly (1982), another criteria was presented
for determining whether the experience with God is authentic, and that is peace.
The text acknowledged different meanings for peace, with one being "a quiet

sense of inner freedom that results from openness to God and willingness to
respond to him" (p.

106)

According to Swope (1987) God will take away this

peace by putting a "check" in a person's spirit if a message is not from God. This
may take the form of frustration, anxiety, confusion or unsettling thoughts.

To build upon this point, G. May (1982) didn't use the word "peace," but
got at this criteria by suggesting that the person be aware of the atmosphere
surrounding any thoughts, images, desires, or perceptions that she experiences.
For example, is it of love and light or of emptiness and darkness?
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Although this definition of tranquility given by Barry and Connolly (1982) is
most common, the authors also point out that it's unrealistic to believe that

people can go through the stresses of life without experiencing some peaks and

valleys. When an individual is in close dialogue with God, these experiences will
show up in prayer and will disturb the tranquility. During these times it's important
to be diligent until resolution comes. Turbulence may well be a sign that an
individual is facing the reality of a situation.
This turbulence could have the quality of darkness or fear. According to

G. May (1982), it is important to distinguish between the fear or power of God
and the fear experienced in an encounter with evil. One needs to be aware of

the underlying characteristics--are they love and peace which draws one to God
or do they pull one away from God?

Another criterion is the realization that the directee cannot control God.
This may be somewhat surprising or even frightening when the Lord appears or
works in a new way.
Barry and Connolly (1982) also suggested that it's helpful to discern

whether God is leading them by asking the question, "ls it like God?" or "ls it like
what Jesus would do?" For example, if we are led in a way that would result in
harm to people, we can be assured that is not the path the Lord would take.

As mentioned earlier, discernment is recognizing what may be from God
or the Holy Spirit, from the self or an individual's spirit, or from an evil spirit. May
(1982) contended that one should not become too preoccupied with the
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difference between the self and of God if one believes that we are made in the
image of God. Huggett (1986) stated that God would speak with authority and

dynamism which may not come through in the voice of self. Finally, anything
that is of God will always be borne out by circumstances.
Swope (1987) suggested a few more questions to ask such as: will it help
me to respect the Lord, will it increase my faith in or my understanding of the

scriptures, or will it cause me to experience joy and give thanks to God?

As individuals, we grow up hearing the voice of our earthly father and are
able to distinguish that from other voices. Likewise, with our heavenly father. As

we hear his voice over and over again, we will learn to recognize

it,

All of these ways to discern spiritual growth are primarily internal.
However, with the interaction between the internal life and the external reality,

the internal growth wil! show itself externally in relationships, direction of work,
and life choices. No change externally points to lack of inner development. An
inner life that is truly alive will be fluctuating, changing and growing.
According to Leech (1980), this is consistent with the expected outcomes
from using the Sprntual Exercises of St. lgnatius which were first published in
Rome in 1548 as a comprehensive handbook on spiritual direction. lgnatius
stated that, "When he who gives the Exercises finds that the exercitant
experiences no spiritual movements in his soul, such as consolations or
desolations, nor is agitated by divers spirits, he ought to question him fully about
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the Exercises" (qtd. in Leech, 1980,

p 59).

Again, an inner life that is truly alive

and growing will go through some storms along the way.

USING ART.JOURNALING AS A TOOL IN SPIRITUAL DIRECTION
ln the literature that was reviewed, very few authors combined the

experience of an artistic endeavor with spiritual direction. However, Hieb
(January 1996) introduced the discipline of art-journaling as a prayer form and as
a tool that can be used in spiritual direction to help focus, express, or respond to

prayer. When art-journaling is done by the directee, it can be shared with the
director in a spiritual direction session, and both of them can notice and
contemplate the expression.
Hieb likened the language of art in prayer to the parables where Jesus
invites us to learn from the visual, to "parable-see," from a story, for example,
about the growing of a seed which teaches us truths about life. The elements of

design such as line, space, darkness and light, color, energy and visual intensity
that are present in a painting or a favorite work of art are the same elements that
are used in art-journaling. Like parable-seeing, aft-journaling can reveal
feelings, thoughts, and experiences through a visual expression.
Art-journaling is described as an wholistic prayer that permeates the body,
mind and spirit. ln Hieb's experience, she might notice either tension or

relaxation in her body while using her arm and hand. ln her mind she may
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become aware of feelings of joy or sadness. ln her spirit she may sense insights
or discernment. From that deeper place, she is more open to God.
Hieb suggested that anyone using art-journaling should use abstract
representation which depends more on noticing the characteristics of the art

elements. This abstract form leads us into greater freedom; it doesn't have to
Iook like something. Once a visual response is made, individuals should allow
the design elements to "speak back" to them and engage them in a more open
prayer of noticing. Thus, after we have made marks on the paper, the question

we should be asking is, "What inner story does the vocabulary of art reveal as
we are quietly present to our visual response" (Hieb, January 1996, p. g)?
Engaging with the art can be especially helpful in a discernment situation

as it may open up options that we may not have previously considered.
According to Hieb (January 1996), "the spontaneous drawing of 'What does it
look like?' or 'How does it feel?' regarding whether or not to do some action can
yield a wealth of information for our prayerful decision making" (p. 8).
Hieb was asked if one needs to be an artist to do art-journaling. Quite the

opposite is true! A trained artist may have the technical skill to produce a
beautiful product, but she is operating on familiar territory where she feels
confident and may not be as accessible to God. According to Hieb (January
1996), "lt is betterto come to prayerwith the beginner's mind and a box of
unopened crayons" (p. 12)!
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SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature revealed the following:

A.

Several texts stated that people are looking for meaning and fulfillment

in their lives which often leads to God.

B. Many texts

referred to listening on the inside and described this as

listening to the heart, the stil!, small voice, the inner self, the spirit, or the whole

being. Additionally, a couple of authors suggested the need for balance between
listening on the inside and listening on the outside.

C. The literature suggested that getting involved with art and the creative
process can give an individua! insight into what one is experiencing internally
and can lead to growth, awareness, and inner strength. Many of the people that
use this approach are very responsible and normal people.

D. The authors were consistent in stating that any planned, organized
approach using technical, artistic skill was not the way to discover any inner
meaning or insight. The key was to spontaneously put marks on paper, play with
the materials, and let one's own style come forth. While engaged in this
endeavor, one may have a different awareness of his/her mind and body.

E. Several

of the texts addressed the question of what do these artistic

expressions mean and how does one find out. lnitially, the artist may look to
others to help gain understanding; however, the authors agreed that the artist

herself may be able to give the best interpretation.
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F. The literature was very consistent

in asserting that sometimes it is

helpful to have another person giving guidance along the way, and the method

that was researched was spiritual direction.

G. Several authors used the term "discernment" in relation to spiritual
direction as the process of understanding experiences and using that information
to make a decision. Many criteria were given for discerning the spirits.

H. Throughout the literature search, only one author was found that
presented the concept of art-journaling as an artistic discipline for creating more

awareness in one's relationship with God.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

Throughout the process of writing this paper I have used several methods
that have guided me in my journey.

A. Books. First of all, I read many books

during 1995 that I again picked

up again in 1996 and used in the literature review. I continually keep finding just

one more book that I want to read

!

B. Journaling. I have tried to be more faithful

in journaling, as that can

be a rich experience of talking with and listening to God and then writing down
what he speaks to me. lt has helped to chronicle my spiritual journey.

G. Drawing and Pastels Class. ln January 1996, lstarted a six-week
class on drawing and pastels at a local community college which I knew would fit
into this process somehow.

D. Spiritual Direction Class. I attended a presentation by Janet
Hagberg about a year ago where she mentioned spiritual direction. I called her
to find out more about

it.

She referred me to Jeanette Bakke who, along with

suggesting several books for me to read about spiritual direction and people to
talk to, told me she just happened to be teaching a class on spiritual direction at
Bethel Seminary that started in six weeks! Somehow I knew the timing was such
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that lwas to be there. So !enrolled and attended class every Tuesday afternoon
during April - May 1996.

E. Art-Journaling. Since mid-1995 I have been doing some type of artjournaling with drawing pencils, pastels, and pastel pencils. Only recently have

I

been able to recognize what it is and what a significant discipline it can be in my
relationship with and experience of God. lt's truly a gift!

F. Times of Quiet and Solitude. !'ve become more hungry and thirsty to
spend more time with God. I'm realizing how significant this can be in my life
and am getting better at treating this as a high priority in my schedule.

G. 1-Day Retreat. ln April 1996 I attended a retreat at Christos Prayer
Center on the topic, "lmages of Life's Journey," which was an opportunity to
focus on God, listen to him, and by using my pastels, draw a depiction of that
journey and what I am encountering along the way.

H. Feedback from Spiritual Directors on my Art-Journaling. During
the past few months, I have had the opportunity, on different occasions, to meet
with two spiritual directors, who also have art backgrounds. I shared with them

some of my art-journaling and listened to their feedback and reaction to my
artistic expressions of my spiritual journey.

l.

Gefring a Spiritual Director. After taking the spiritual direction class

at Bethel, I decided I wanted to pursue getting a spiritual director. Over the past
several months I have talked with a few spiritual directors and have been trying
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to discern who was the right fit with me. As of now, I feel I may have found this
individual and am planning on continuing to meet with him monthly.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIENCES AND RESULTS

MY JOURNEY, MY EXPERIENCES

As I mentioned earlier, I have chosen to experience this journey rather
than just read and understand intellectually about another's journey. Therefore,

what follows is a reflection of my experiences which includes a few of my
drawings, observations, thoughts, feelings and key insights. Since I was also
privileged to share my drawings with a couple of spiritual directors with art

backgrounds, I have included some of their feedback here as well. Although
have not devoted a separate section in this chapter to each of the methods

I

I

experienced, all of the methods are incorporated into the discussion that follows.
lnterestingly, in many situations, I found that my experiences reflected
what I read in the research, and I could say, "yes, I understand what the author

meant! I can relate!" It was personal and very real to me.
Additionally, from many of the methods I used, I just knew that was the
right thing I needed and it happened at the right time. This happened too with

scripture passages lwould read; the words just seemed to leap out at me and
gave me the words of encouragement, insight, or direction I needed. Yungblut
(1988) mentioned that when people read the Bible with anticipation it's amazing
how often a single passage is relevant to different conditions and situations at
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different times

(p 99). I was pleasantly surprised and inwardly very satisfied

when these moments of synchronicity took place.

DRAWING AND PASTELS CLASS

lfollowed Hagberg's advice of trying a new artistic endeavor by signing up
for a six week drawing and pastel class through a local community college.

I

was somewhat apprehensive thinking about the class. What business do I have
taking an art class? I haven't taken a class like this since junior high. Everyone
else there will be experts. l'll be embarrassed when I compare my work to theirs.

Walking into the classroom the first night was a shock to the picture in my
mind of a typical classroom. I've been used to very simple, orderly rooms with

tables and chairs neatly lined up in rows. However, in contrast, this room was
very "messy" with chairs, easels, and still-life objects cluttered throughout the

room. lt gave me a feeling of creativity, of release, of freedom. I was not
burdened with spreadsheets of numbers, open textbooks, or lecture notes

written on a chalkboard. The room was not forcing me to take in prepared
material, but rather expected me to make a contribution to the surroundings with
my drawing. The focus was on coaxing what was inside myself to come forth.

Sitting at a stool with an easel and a blank sheet of paper was initially
liberating, but then somewhat intimidating as ! knew I needed to start drawing.
After studying the teddy bears, I looked around at the others who had already
begun and looked like they knew what they were doing. Eventually, with pencil
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in hand, I looked seriously at the bears, their lines, shapes, and shadings, and
began to draw. The surroundings and the activity felt very unfamiliar at first, but

then I began to reflect on years earlier and a similar room and assignment in
junior high.
Part way into the class, the instructor mentioned she would be doing a

public critique of everyone's work at the end of class. My heart sank to my feet
as I realized my work would be on display to everyone. Oh no! I can't go on!
Courageously I had to face the fact that this would happen. lt's not the end of
the world. l'm here because I want to be and it's the right thing for me to be

doing now. I need this balance in my life. I need to get in touch with myself and
this will help. Somehow this relates to leadership and my thesis. I can do it.
Press

on. But it hurts. Continue the journey. Listen and let your soul lead. You

know it's right.
Throughout the six weeks, I again had feelings and emotions that ran the
gamut from intense pleasure at being able to be "creative" to being intimidated
by the skill level of some of the students. I had to tell myself over and over again

that this was what I needed to do now.
The classroom experience gave me the opportunity to learn a few
techniques of how to use the pencils or pastels for different effects. The
instructor also encouraged us to use "creative license" in our drawings and draw
what we wanted to draw rather than what we actually saw. For example, I was
elated when I drew some of the leaves of a plant in the room and did not have to
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use only green pastels for their color. I used reds, oranges and blues, and in

fact colored all the leaves very differently. ljust wanted to experiment and not
be held hostage to coloring it the way it "should" be done. The freedom to do my
own thing was very important to me; I did not want to be confined by a set of

procedures or rules.
Another observation for me was that I easily got totally engrossed in what
I was

doing and the time seemed to fly by. lt was pleasurable for me to become

so focused on looking and feeling and drawing and creating. ln the words of R.
May (1975) this was an encounter that totally engaged and absorbed me.
Overall, the class was beneficial. I am now better equipped with art

materials! I purchased a set of 60 pastels, with so many of my favorite, fun
colors, and also a box of pastel pencils. lt makes me feel like a little kid! The

experience gave me more ideas of how to work with the materials, and it
encouraged me to do my own thing and develop my own style-----and that's
okay.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION CLASS
Excellent! is the word I would use to describe my experience in taking this

class. The timing was perfect in my journey and it provided the encouragement,
time and discipline I needed to be more sensitive to listening to my heart.
I was

somewhat apprehensive and intimidated, however, attending a

class at a seminary whose membership included some pastors, but I quickly
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came to realize that they're human like me and share similar issues and
concerns.

At the beginning of the class I asked God what he was challenging me to
do, and the response I got was "to listen, be thirsty, hunger and be still."
Therefore, I made a commitment to have quiet time of seeking him as a high
priority in my schedule--and this didn't just mean ten minutes here and there.

I

desired blocks of time with God such as one, two or three hours at a time, which
I managed to do every week during the class.

One of my real challenges during this time was to focus on God and seek
him and not just tell him what he needed to do with my job and in other areas of

my life. He reassured me that this was the right approach, "As you honor me
with your commitment of time and your desire, I will meet you, and lwill join you
with my strength and power. . . Listen. Really Iisten. Not so much with your
mind, but with your heart. ln your heart there is life and love and wisdom. Your
heart is the source of truth. . . Seek me for me and not for what I can do for you.
Seek my face continually."

As I began to focus more on God and less on myself and my concerns,
God continued to remind me that I was still trying to be in control and I needed to
release all to him. ln looking back through my journal I came upon a picture of

an open hand that I had drawn with this messdge written beside it, "Lord,
release it to you--my

I

life. I feel like the experience of drawing (this open hand)
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will help me experience release." This message of releasing the control I had on
my life came through loud and clear when I openly and honestly listened to my
heart.

ln addition to learning more about what spiritual direction is/isn't, how it
can help, and who seeks it, a topic of particular interest for me in the class was

discernment. How do I notice what's going on and then use that awareness to
make decisions?
During the past few years, l've been much more aware of making choices
and decisions based on discernment qualities of the heart rather than making

them solely from a logical perspective. l've recognized this in small material
ways such as making decisions on what clothes I buy. As I pull clothes off of a
rack or try them on, I try to be much more in tune with how my heart feels and if

am being pulled in a particular way. The more I am able to do this, the better

I

I

feel, and l'm more satisfied with the purchases I make.
Looking back on these experiences in small things have been big lessons
for me in discernment and then in obedience. My first reaction is to say that they
aren't spiritual experiences, but then are they? Why wouldn't God want to help
me make decisions--even though they may be small ones--in my personal life?

As I've been more obedient to these promptings, my sensitivity to looking for and
waiting for promptings of my heart have become more significant in making
decisions.
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For me, these promptings from God seem to be more peaceful and

positive rather than taking the form of frustration, anxiety, confusion or unsettling

thoughts. Just prior to reading about these more negative qualities in one of the
texts, I had an interesting and rather intriguing experience.
While sitting in a coffee shop having some quiet time of reading, praying
and journaling, lwas pouring over Swope's (1987) text in front of me when

suddenly I felt the urge to journal and did so for less than one minute. All of a
sudden the words stopped in mid-sentence. I paused and began to write again,
"Was this Jesus? lfeel uneasy and blocked from continuing. lt's not flowing

peacefully. I am disturbed."
I looked down at Swope's book again and what I read on the next page

helped me understand what had just happened. The voice I heard was not from
me or from God. She wrote:

When you hear a counterfeit voice or the voice of your own human nature,
questions, doubts, and restlessness of spirit always follow. Someone said
that Satan pushes, and with his push comes anxiety, frustration, and

unsettlingthoughts (p. 63)
I was immediately able

to read about what I had just experienced. God's

timing in the situation in helping me to learn about discernment was perfect!
Another significant point mentioned in the class is that there are often
parallels between our inner life and outer life. An example was given by our
instructor to help us understand

this. lf an individual is cleaning out closets at
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home (in her outer life) is there a corresponding "cleaning out of closets" going

on in her inner life?
I immediately thought of a couple corresponding examples in my

life.

I

had just become a part of a mentoring program at work and now have a mentor

to consult with on work, Ieadership and life issues. At the same time, I started
the spiritual direction class and am going to be getting a spiritual director to help
listen to and discern how I am experiencing God in my Iife. ln addition, for about
a year l've been lifting weights at work to build my muscle tone. The learnings
and experiences l've had in the spiritual realm are helping to build my "spiritual

muscle." There are probably more similarities between my inner and outer life
than what I am aware ofl

All in all, the class was excellent and opened up to me the whole new
world of spiritual direction. lt was a significant time in my life when I encountered
God in a new way and went to the next level in my relationship with him. During
my times of journaling while trying to discern what God wanted me to do and

learn, ! became more intent on focusing on him and listening more deeply with
my heart.

While looking through a spiritual direction journal on the last day of class,
was also exposed to the term "art-journaling" which I had never heard before.
That was the first article I had come across that came closest to describing what
I had done with and through my drawing.

how this started and where I am now.
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lwill now share my experiences of

I

ART.JOURNALING
With pastel in hand while sitting on a dock drawing in warm, sunny
Florida, a little girl walked over to me and asked, "Are you an artist?" to which

I

immediately replied, "No." After thinking about how quickly I blurted out that
response, it made me realize how much I tie my identity to my "doing" role at

work. Why didn't I say "yes" or at least think about her question before
responding so quickly? Yes, I am an artist--in my own way, in my own life.

I

could have courageously responded "yes" to the little girl.
Courageous was one of the words Miller used to describe the experience

of painting in her life. lt had more to do with courage and need rather than
accomplishment (p.

28)

That has also been my experience at this point. My

technical artistic background is so minimal (which is maybe good!) that I have
just enjoyed playing around with the sticks of pastels on paper, experimentlng
with all of the different sides and angles of the sticks, using different amounts of
pressure for various effects, and smearing the colors together with my fingers.

Like Miller, it takes courage to take a pastel in my hand, put it down on the
paper, and see what will emerge. Sometimes I have a shape in my mind or a

feeling in my heart that gets developed as I let my hand move; other times I just
know that something is waiting to come forth, and it only desires the opportunity

for a block of quiet and solitude to express itself.
At this point I have usually been able to understand at a high level what

the drawings mean or where there is an area of focus or intense feelings. l'm
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sometimes left wondering; however, whether there's more for me. Am I hearing
all the drawing wants me to hear? l've sometimes been able to say there's

something going on, but have not exactly been able to identify what it is or how it
may affect me. Continual reminders come to me though that l'm doing the right

thing. l'm on the right path. This is an important part of my journey that I must
linger with and not force to pass too quickly.

lwas encouraged and even challenged when lread Yungblut's (1988)
comments on pursuing individual styles or types of devotion. He suggested we
be attentive to these interests and make time for them for the health and
nourishment of our soul. He quoted Jung, "lf we have some creative gift and
neglect it, we do so at peril to our immortal souls. No gift should be allowed to
atrophy without the recognition that this puts in jeopardy one's whole psychic
health" (p. 112). R. May (1975) went on and stated that if an individual does not
listen to herself and does not express her own ideas, she will have betrayed

herself. Wow! I need to pay attention to this!
How did all of this start? When did I realize that something was going on

that I needed to listen

to? During January through

March of 1995 lwas thinking

about various topics for a thesis, and I was getting somewhat frustrated that

I

couldn't decide what to pursue. During March I thought I was getting closer to an
"ah ha" when I read in my devotion, "Be transformed now for the season of
dryness is over." Then a couple of weeks later while journaling and waiting on
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the Lord for direction and inspiration, I took my pencil in hand and did the
following drawing.
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What had I drawn? What did it mean? lt was full of energy and emotion
and life. The spiral was going downward and inward. There was an explosion, a

transformation. To what? To whom? To ME???
Then a week later, in April, 1995 while sitting at my kitchen table one
Saturday morning and again jotting down ideas about various thesis topics,

I

picked up my pencil and quickly drew the following series of shapes, circles and
loops in my journa!.
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I looked at the drawing, which did not seem to have any meaning to

me.

then looked aside and amongst other books laying on the table, noticed
Hagberg's book, Real Power, which I had not read before. I felt compelled to
pick it

up. lflipped the book open to her Leadership Development Cycle (see

following diagram) and my eyes were immediately riveted to the shapes, circles
and loops in her diagram.
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I

sat at the table stunned. Some of the shapes and circles that I had just

drawn in my journal were similar to what was in Hagberg's text! What was going

on? What was the meaning of this? I began to gain some understanding when
read Hagberg's description of the Ioops and circles phase of her leadership
development cycle. As quoted by Hagberg,
The second half, the phase of soul leadership, is more of an inward
downward, and then onward journey. The moving in phase requires
courage, and the transformation happens in the swirl of lines that looks
like a collapsed web. That's what it feels like when we are in the thick of

change . . . The work of this inner development requires that your
foundations shake, jarring you into a new way of thinking. lt is not easy
work and cannot be done quickly. Remember, courage is a decision (p.
230-231)

WOW! About that time my foundations were shaking. I knew I was there
in the collapsed web and in the thick of change! About that same time I found a

prayer that again confirmed to me that the change, struggles and challenges

would encounter were there for my growth and development.
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LORD, HIGH AND HOLY, MEEK AND LOWLY,
Thou has brought me to the valley of vision,
where I live in the depths but see thee in the heights;
hemmed in by mountains of sin I behold thy glory.
Let me learn by paradox
that the way down is the way up,
that to be low is to be high,
that the broken heart is the healed heart,
that the contrite spirit is the rejoicing spirit,
that the repenting soul is the victorious soul,
that to have nothing is to possess all,
that to bear the cross is to wear the crown,
that to give is to receive,
that the valley is the place of vision.
Lord, in the daytime stars can be seen from deepest wells,
and the deeper the wells the brighter thy stars shine;
Let me find thy light in my darkness,
thy life in my death,
thy joy in my sorrow,
thy grace in my sin,
thy riches in my poverty,
thy glory in my valley. (Swindoll, 1991 , p. 55)
Then I paused for a few months. During the summer of 1995 I rode bike
and played, and although I kept the drawings in my journal and the idea of a
thesis topic alive somewhere in the back of my mind, I didn't really need to
pursue it at that time. Once September came, however, I began to more
faithfully have quiet time and journal. While journaling, I once again felt the urge
to get out my pencil---and this time---in addition to the pencil, lgot out an old box
of pastels that were in the back of my desk drawer. The following drawing
emerged:
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WOW! This is kinda' cool. As with the drawing from months earlier, this
one also reflected energy and life and feelings of inward and downward. But the
color added a new dimension, a new spark! I liked

it. Somehow it was a

reflection of me and where I was in my journey. But I was also left thinking: Why
am I doing this? What does this mean? How can I make sense out of this?
During the fall of 1995 I became more tuned-in to these urges I had to just

spontaneously draw, and I let myself follow them. I noticed several of the
drawings had a real focal point, and I could even feel that while lwas drawing.

!

would focus intently on one particular spot, and I could feel that something was
going on at that point, but I really didn't know what. The following drawing is one
that emphasized the downward and inward movement and an intensity at the
point.
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During this time I met with an instructor at Augsburg and somewhat

sheepishly shared my drawings. Some of the feedback I got was, "pay attention
to them; the drawings are positive and exhibit growth; they are referring to the
present not the past; and they are a release for you and an expression of

yourself." My spirit agreed with what he had said.
Over the next few months I continued to let drawing be a part of my

journaling and quiet time whenever it wanted to be. I began to recognize a
consistent shape and theme in some of the drawings--that little burst of energy
that wanted to surface again and again, but each time in a little different way.
The following two drawings reflect the energy that was in my heart during
the fall of 1995. The first one is somewhat subtle, a little cool with the shades of
blue, yet it has a warm and enticing center that is on

fire.

The second one was

drawn while I was sitting in the library at Augsburg looking out at the wonderful

autumn scene prior to class one evening. lt is simply entitled "Fall at Augsburg,"
and again the leaves are those little bursts of energy.
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After going through the drawings in my journal with a friend of mine, she
gave me some insight on the next drawing that made it more significant for me,
so I decided to include it in my paper. This depicts very clearly that "something"
is breaking through or piercing "something." These were the words used by my

friend, "The red is the Holy Spirit breaking through a protective wall in my life.
The inward, blue part looks like your willing heart for the Holy Spirit to come and

touch." lmmediately my heart resonated with what she had said. I have allowed
God more access to my heart and life. He's working within me.
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I came to learn more deeply that my drawing was a way to express what

was going on in my heart and life. ln February 1996, after learning that a job
opportunity I had been thinking about pursuing was not going to be possible,

I

was able to express and work through my disappointment with my pastels. The
following drawing that resulted was much different than previous ones. The
colors on the bottom half of the drawing, which were drawn first, were deep,
dark, intense and sharp. I was angry, disappointed, and confused. My
opportunity had "gone down the tubes." But then after I had worked through
that loss, hope, possibility, new life, and new opportunities shot forth out of the

depths. The colors I used on the top half were bright and alive, and the
movement was upward, outward, and onward. I realized since this opportunity
didn't work out, something better would come along. I was once again full of
vigor and was embracing life.
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During that same sitting, I did two more drawings. One reflected bright
colors with more energy and life, while the next one reveiled back to darker

colors and confusion. I thought I had worked through this disappointment!

I

needed to do one more drawing which finally captured the deeper peace in my

heart. The following drawing reflected my soul resting, relaxed, and at peace
surrounded by the warmth, care, protection, and the loving arms of Jesus. An
instructor at Augsburg whom I shared this with referred to this drawing as being
"attached to the vine."
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FINALLY,

I came to the realization that what I was doing was evolving

into my thesis. I didn't know how, but I knew it would all come together at the
right time.
My drawings took on a new dimension during March of 1996 while Rod

and I were visiting my aunt in Florida. While sitting on my aunt's dock in the
early morning sun, I was pondering one of the questions raised in a book I was
reading, which was, "What is God like?" I started by picking up the yellow and

orange pastels and drawing the brilliance of the sun. lthen added shades of
blues and purples beneath the bright yellows. Then a blue and purple shape

wound up from the bottom and through the bright colors

. lt was as if God were

saying that he is everywhere--in nature and in life. He is warm, peaceful and
brilliant, yet he can be thunderous, energetic, and even mysterious at times.

Above all, he cannot be controlled. He is active and lively. He is life. He is an
AWESOME GOD!
I really did not know what the finished drawing would look like (see

following drawing). lt took me about a half hour and toward the end of that time

felt like I had done enough and it was time to put the pastels down. ln this case,
I liked what I had drawn. The following day while gazing at the sunset on a boat

cruise from Key West back to Cape Coral, I noticed that same winding shape

that I had drawn on my picture, imposed on the sunset. I immediately thought--l
had just drawn that on my rendition of "What is God Like?". That serendipitous

event was a confirmation to me that I had seen God the day before in my
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I

drawing in the way he wanted me to see and experience him. I was beginning to
see my drawing as a vital, and almost sacred way to release what I was feeling
inside and what was being impressed upon my heart. I was starting to become a

better listener.
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The day before leaving warm, sunny Florida, lwas once again on the
dock in the early morning sun and paused to reflect on the wonderful, relaxing
vacation we had. I thought about the books I had read, the progress I had made
on my thesis, and the spiritual direction class I would start when I got home. All
of this was part of my journey. During that time of quiet, the following drawing
came fofth and is entitled, "The Journey--Next Steps."

Once I put my pastels down and knew the drawing was complete, I looked
at it intently and was almost scared. What did this mean? If that's supposed to
be a picture of my journey, I don't know if I want to continue. lt's very intense; it
goes to the core; it definitely is not a straight path; it requires courage and

vulnerability to follow its leading; it is a journey of soul and spirit.
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While taking the Spiritual Direction class at Bethel, my drawing was once
again taken to a new level as I felt a real closeness to and an encounter with

God. He was drawing me to him. He wanted me to focus on him first and to
release the hold and control I wanted to have with my job and any other

concerns. Focus just on him. A couple of drawings I did during this time (which
follow) seemed more peaceful, Iike I was really listening to my heart and longing

for him, like his desire was my desire. With these drawings I immediately wrote
down an expression of what I had drawn, which I had not done before to this

extent. The first drawing I also referto as "O Magnify the Lord."
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IN GOD'S EYES I AM AN ARTIST.
I am a servant of my work who glorifies Him
I am obedient Lord to your calling.
Help me understand.
May I experience the work.
May my reflection bring understanding.
I rejoice with hands lifted in praise and joy,
Finding peace at the center.
The center is Jesus.
Jesus is in my heart.

Lord, I rejoice in the gift of drawing that you have given me.
May I use it to serve you.
Speak to me through the work.
I long to glorify you.
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OH LORD, IT'S A PLACE,
A good place
A place where you are
and where you bless
and where you go ahead
and prepare the way.
It's a new place
a new level
a new maturity
a new way of looking, hearing, listening and perceiving,
a place where you bless.
It's uplifting, upflowing
being drawn to the heart of God
the source of life, of wisdom.
It's a place to be desired by the heart.
It's a place of opening one's self up
to all the blessings God will pour forth.
It's receiving his goodness.
It's desiring to be close to his heart.
It's a place called home.
Amen.

A few months after I had done this drawing I was again reading the last
chapter in Hagberg's book Real Power about leading from your soul and was
immediately struck when I read the following statement, "When we begin to lead

from our souls, we feel as if we are coming home, coming to the place in which
we were meant to be" (Hagberg, 1994,

p.229). WOW!! I was ovenruhelmed

when I read that because I had made reference to a "place called home" in the
writeup for the previous drawing. Am I beginning to Iead from my soul??
The Iast two drawings I have just shared have touched me in ways l'm not
sure I can describe. Whenever I look at them l'm intrigued. To my heart they
speak with beauty, peacefulness, quietness, and with a spirit of worship which is
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I believe, a reflection of my heart when it is in tune with God. To me they are joy,

release and freedom. I am deeply satisfied when I know I have been obedient to

God's calling.
I may have been obedient, but I was still somewhat confused by what

I

was doing and what this all meant. Therefore, I got the names of a couple of
spiritual directors with art backgrounds and set up a meeting with each of them.
I

shared my series of drawings and they sometimes asked me what the drawing

meant to me. They also freely shared their comments.
Both of them found the drawings very fascinating, since neither of them
have seen this done by many other individuals. They also thought it was

courageous of me to openly share my drawings--and journey and life, with
someone I didn't know.
Some of the phrases used by one of the artists were: "Peaceful, energy,
growth; the drawings will help you know where you are; your drawing is a

meditation; pay attention to different movements and thoughts you have while
drawing and while looking at them, write them down; what excites you? bores
you?; set the pictures out and look at them--how do they strike you?; meditate on
the pictures--what feelings do they evoke?; let the pictures speak--what do they
want to teach you?; how do you feel?; let them rest and then go back to them
again; turn the drawings and more will come out, more of the story will unravel;

what other movements are in them?; how have the chalk and the colors become
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a part of your spirituality?; how does the color speak to you?; the last few are still
speaking to you, go back to them."

The second artist I met with reiterated some of the same themes. Some
of the comments she shared with me

were: "Energy, passion, light, dark; there's

a charismatic piece to your work which adds a new dimension; mystical, intuitive;
prayer is being answered; consciousness evolves as a spiral; the pinwheel
shapes depict excitement, energy; the colors are balanced, the blues suggest
wholeness; the drawings are grounded, focused, very spiritual; your inner child is
coming out; the drawings and feelings are a prayer; your work with color is
natural; it's visually beginning to work; the drawings are changing to sense more
precision; you're becoming more articulate with color and flow; your journey and

the next steps are complex, it takes courage; you have a good relationship with
Jesus; trust your inner child--it is a gift; I see spiritual movement accompanied by
growth; you've come a long way; your ability to express yourself in images and

words is evolving; you're letting flow happen."
During both of the meetings while listening to their feedback my heart was
listening attentively and was in agreement with what they were saying. At times
it was like they were confirming what I already knew deep inside but had not

been able to express. lt reassured me that what I had done was unique, but a

very acceptable way of reflecting the encounter I have with God and my heart.
My confidence has increased that what l'm doing is okay and that I can
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comprehend meaning in the drawings myself without finding it necessary to get
that from someone else.
Does it take courage? YESI More than I ever realized. lt takes courage
to put a pastel in my hand, not knowing what will unfold on my paper. But, the
more I have done it, the more I am beginning to know that it's right. lt's exciting
to see what will come forth this time and the next time and then the next time!!
Does it take obedience? YES! And I don't want to be obedient

sometimes! I want to be in control and calling the shots. However, l'm learning
that I need to lay down my will and submit to a higher power knowing that is best

for me. Getting to that point of release has been challenging, but l'm beginning
to realize the peace and satisfaction that comes when lactually relinquish my
grasp on an area of my life.
Do I feel vulnerable? Yes and no. I was thinking of this question in the
context of sharing my drawings with other people. lt's almost been easier to
share them with people I hardly know or with friends I get together with only

occasionally rather than my closer friends. Although I am starting to talk more
with co-workers about my thesis topic, I am still very hesitant to share my
drawings with them, and at this point have chosen to do so only very selectively.
There is one individual in particular at work that somehow I knew I needed
to share this with him, but I struggled with wanting to do
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it. I felt very vulnerable.

Yet, lfelt lwas obedient by doing so. lwas opening my heart, soul and life to
someone very different than me who may not share similar experiences or
beliefs.
I was

concerned about how my work would be received. Butthen

I

challenged myself, "Does it really make a difference? lf my methods and
experiences have helped me personally grow and develop why should ! be so
concerned about what another may think or if he will agree or disagree with my

work?" I have done what I needed to do--step out, be vulnerable, and take

risk.

a

While struggling with this concept of vulnerability, I was once again drawn

back to the chapter in Janet Hagberg's book Real Power on leading from your

soul. She stated,
ln order to be a soul leader, you need to develop vulnerability.
Vulnerability means knowing yourself first and then being willing to
disclose who you are to others. lt requires you to be self-aware and

willing to admit your fears, joys, and sadness to yourself and others, even
if it puts you at risk. Vulnerability is refreshing and generates trust in

others. This is because you have to be secure and self-trusting in order to
be vulnerable. (Hagberg, 1994, p. 237)

l'm encouraged to be vulnerable and take a risk! l'm finding it very
interesting, however, to actually do that and to recognize the people and
situations surrounding when it's easy and when it's not.
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Being courageous, obedient, and vulnerable---sounds kinda' scary to me!

Isitreallyworth at???...with justalittlehesitation lwill say...YES! lbelieve
my life has taken on new meaning by being able to express the words of my
heart by using the pastels. lt's not a method I learned by taking a class or
reading a book. lt's personal to me and evolved on its own by my obedience

and sensitivity to the inner prompting I had to express myself arlistically, even
though ldidn't know what lwas doing. As a person who likes to be in control,
the drawing forces me NOT to be in control, but to turn that over to my heart,
which can usually direct me in a much better way.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Although I have shared my experiences and have included some of the
results of those experiences, since they are so important I feel I need to reiterate
some of those again. What have all of these experiences really meant to me?
How have they changed me and my life?

Ithink it's difficult at times to notice changes in yourself, especially
because it may be so gradual and over so much time. However, I put these forth
as my best understanding.
Listening with my heart has become critical to my !ife. lt's foundational in

how I live and make decisions. lt's where and how I can encounter and deeply
experience God. lt's what brings meaning to my life. lt gives me true
satisfaction to experience living from that place. In the words of Yungblut (1988),
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"one must embark on the inward journey, to go deep within, to become familiar

with the'feel' of one's own center" (p. 53). Now, I have a better idea of what he

means. l'm beginning to "feel" my center.
Listening with my heart helps me notice more and deepens my

awareness, intuitiveness, and sensitivity to and knowledge of what is going on in
my inner and outer life. I am more open to God's leading and am better able to
discern what he wants me to do and the decisions ! should make in big and

small, and spiritual and non-spiritual matters alike.
This has lead to increased confidence in "being" and "doing." lam more
confident that I will be who God wants me to be and that I will do what God

wants me to do. lf he wants me to be an artist, I will be an artist, no matter what
my logical mind tells me.
My focus has been Iess on my goals (especially my job) and what I want

to accomplish and more on what he wants to accomplish through me. My
husband concurred with this observation that my focus on work has lessened
during the past year. ln fact, a few years ago he felt that he was competing with
my

job.

I'm thankful he has noticed a change. He has also observed that I now

tend to see things more in shades of gray, rather than black and white.
I have more peace and freedom when I put God in control. Again, this

issue of control is a tough one for me because I like to have the driver's seat, but

l'm reminded over and over again that I need to be led rather than to lead.
Paradoxically, being led offers me more freedom.
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And all of this, of course, applies to leadershipl What I have attempted to
show here is that any growth and development that takes place internally or in
my spiritual Iife is manifest in my outer

life. lt affects my priorities and the

choices I make. lt affects how I interact with my family and friends as well as
subordinates, peers, and other leaders at work. lt affects me as a person and
my leadership style. Hopefully, I will be a person and a leader that is led by a

higher power and who feels confident and secure in knowing that living life and
leading from that place is the most humbling,yet the most rewarding and

powerful place to be.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

What if my advisor in that first thesis seminar class had let me pursue the
topic I fully intended to write on, which was some aspect of my team at work?

I

was so frustrated with him when we had our first meeting because he was asking
me all of these questions like: What do I like to do? What are my other

interests? Why do I put so much energy into my work? Here I had already
prepared several pages about what was going on with my team at work, and we
hardly talked about that!
I

vividly remember going home from work the day that I met with him and

sulking with a can of beer and a bag of potato chips. Why was he asking me

about all this other "stuff?" l've spent a lot of time already on this paper, and

I

certainly don't want him to slow me down. I have a goal of having this done
within the next six months. He's supposed to be helping me. . . Sure!
Well, in retrospect, he was helping me. He was asking me just the right
questions I needed to be asked at that time. And they were not work related;
they were life and leadership related. He focused me in a new direction on my
life and leadership journey. I didn't know where I was going, but eventually
could say I was on the right path.
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It took me well over a year to get to the point where I had some idea of

what my thesis was going to be, and I was then able to go back to many of the
books I had read for the research section of the paper. I also began to realize
that my drawings and the process and experience of doing them would enter the
picture somehow. They began to take on more significance over time, and

turned into an expression of the heart that I could not and cannot ignore.
The journey has been wonderful (oops---l first typed "woundedful"---one of

those moments of syncronicity?!). Well, "woundedful" is a good descriptor also
because the journey has not always been easy. l've been challenged to let go of
some control lthink I need to have on my life and release it to God. And that
isn't easy! lt's something I continually struggle with, but at least I know that's an

area I need to constantly turn over to God.

Am I more open to God's leading at this point in my journey? I think

I

could say "yes," and with Hagberg (1989) I could say, "That for me is a

monumental life experience" (p.25). Have I arrived? Not in the least. ln fact,

I

feel I'm just beginning to learn more about the spiritual life and how that can
have such an influence on all aspects of my life, including leadership.

As I think about my Iife over the past several months, !'ve experienced
many moments of deep satisfaction, fulfillment, contentment and meaning, more

than I remember in previous years. And why? I must attribute that to listening to
my heart, to letting go, to allowing myself to be led. That has brought a peaceful
balance and security to my life which has manifest itself in many areas.
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For example, in September 1996 I rode my first 100 mile bike ride on my

single bike. I felt great and rode strong throughout the whole ride. lwas

amazed! My heaft was singingl lwas on such a high for days afterthe ride; if I
could do that, I could do anything! That moment of seeing my bike computer
register mile 100 as we rode to the finish is etched in my mind.

As I look back on the experience, three words come to my mind--courage,
risk, and self-confidence. lt definitely took some courage for me to even think

about attempting such a ride. I took a risk by finally saying that ! would do

it.

I

was then committed, but my mind was not 100 percent sure that I could finish the

ride. Now, I realize that being in physical shape is part of the equation, but up to
the point of doing the ride lthink my body was in better shape than my mind.
Overall, the experience was great for pushing myself to be more

courageous and take more risks, which had a very positive effect on my self-

confidence. I believe more strongly now that the memories of this
accomplishment will spill over to other areas of my life. Although I've known this,
I now more deeply realize there's more of a connection between my activities

and accomplishments off the job and my activities and accomplishments on the

job. The bike ride was a significant event, and I knew that just as soon as I was
fin ished

.

I can now excitedly and happily report a significant job event. I was

recently offered a position in another business unit at my company, and the only

word I can use to describe my approach to pursuing the job was "passionately!"
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I felt

like I experienced what that word means. My approach was very

unconventional, and again I acted courageously and took a risk with some of the
things I did to demonstrate my creativity and innovative approach to
accomplishing a task.

As I reflect on this process of pursuing a new job, I feel a sense of
freedom from breaking outside the box. I tapped into a level of creativity that

I

didn't know existed. Throughout the process, however, I knew that what I was
doing was the right thing. I was living right out there on the edge. I felt good.

I

was creative. I was very sensitive to what my heart was telling me. Yet, I was
just a little unsettled. I don't mean that in a negative way, but rather itwas a time
of "creative tension."

A few days prior to the job offer, I finally got to the point where, with tears
in my eyes, I released the opportunity, knowing that I had done my best. lt was

given back to me above and beyond my expectations and my heart sang (and is
stlll singing

!)

!

Living life on the edge. That phrase has much more meaning for me now
than it had two years ago. Before that it may have been a place to avoid,
whereas now I embrace it; that's where I want to be and live. That's where life
becomes exciting and takes on growth and meaning.

This reminded me of the studying I did a year ago on the topic of chaos

theory. I was intrigued to learn that disorder can be a source of order and that
growth is found in disequilibrium, not in balance. According to Wheatley (1994),
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"Fluctuations are the primary source of creativity" (p. 20). I want to be out there
where those things are taking place and continue to trust more deeply that being
there is the pathway to growth. This place may be unsettling at times, but it will
guarantee an interesting journey!
In some ways, this concept of living life on the edge may be another way

of expressing a life lived with a heightened sensitivity to spirituality. Based on
my experience, the events in my life that I associate with spirituality and how
God works are at times quite unpredictable; they can be unsettling, yet can also
be sources of creativity and growth. I never know exactly what is going to

happen! That has been a consistent theme flowing throughout the drawings that
I have done, and they definitely reflect spirituality. Living life from that point

promises to be exciting, fulfilling, and energizing.

It's interesting to see how some of the themes that l've mentioned are
repeated on the covers of my four journals that I have used during the past year.
They were all selected very deliberately and have proven to be right on. The
sayings on them are:

A.
B

"When your heaft speaks, take good notes."
aa

and then the day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud was

more painful than the risk it took to blossom."

C. "When the heart speaks the mind is quiet."
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D. "lntention. Live with intention. Walk to the edge. Continue to learn.
Play with abandon. Choose with no regret. Laugh. Do what you Iove. Live as
if----this is all there is."

When your heart speaks, take good notes. And I have taken lots of them
during the past year! As I look back through my journaling--with words as well as

with pictures, the theme of spirituality is very evident. That's what breathes life
into me. lt's a power or spark that energizes me. lt's something I can't control.
It's within me; yet it's beyond me. lt's leading me rather than me leading

it. And

where will it Iead? I don't know, but I do know I need to be right at that place to
live life in the most fulfilling and meaningful way. My soul needs to be out there
rather than being in a safe place deep inside of me.
I feel like

this part of my journey where I have been working on my thesis

is beginning to wind down. This was the feeling I had at my aunt and uncle's
cabin after completing the first draft of my paper in August 1996. Before leaving

the cabin, however, lwas once again led to do a final drawing that has proven to
be very significant for where I am at in my life and leadership journey. While

sitting on the cabin deck with my journal and pastels, the following drawing and
written expression of that drawing emerged.
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THE CENTER OF MY LIFE IS JESUS.
ln all areas
ln all aspects of my life
You are there Lord
You satisfy
You complete
You are joy
You are life
You are death
The beginning and the end.
Lord, my leadership
flows from you
grows in you
is complete in you.
Help me be the leader
you want me to be.
Make your style, my style
your ways, my ways
your desires, my desires
your heart, my heart.
Help me listen
with my heart, to your heart.
Quiet me
to be aware
to be sensitive
to be genuine
to truly listen to your voice, not mine.
May your will be done in my life.
I pray.
AMEN.

I knew that this drawing was taking me to a new Ievel as I continued to

write in my journa!, "l feel like this drawing is powerful and significant. I felt the
need to draw, but I didn't know what. I had the title in my mind and then the six

semicircles began to develop. Then I sat down to draw. I also knew I wanted to
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use the color purple. Then it gradually came. I wasn't satisfied with it until I drew

the Iines emanating from the center at the end. Then I knew it was complete.
This drawing has closure for me for leaving the cabin. I needed to express this

before ! left. I felt a little unsettled until I did this. Now I feel much better. ! was

obedient. Jesus, what do you want me to do with this? I feel that you may want
me to share this with others. lf so, impress this on my heart and confirm through

others. I'll be obedient. You lead the way."
WOW! And I continue to be amazed at how this drawing is still speaking
to me! lt contains layers and depth that continue to be revealed, through me as
well as through others. Compared to my other drawings, this one is very
balanced, centered, compelling, and complete. lt's very active and energizing,
yet can be restful and peaceful. lt speaks of release and freedom, of being
focused inwardly yet reaching outwardly. lt embraces life. lt has inward strength
and security and depth that are emerging as power and wisdom and light.

As an advisor pointed out to me, it contains many of those same circular,
uplifting, releasing type of shapes that are in the two previous drawings. He was
exactly right, and lhad not noticed that until he mentioned

it!

The more I look at this drawing, l'm coming to the conclusion that it
represents balance in my

life. I was reminded of an exercise I had done a year

ago (which I found in my journal) where I had drawn a circle and divided it into
six sections, each representing a different area of my life. The sections were

divided into: spirituality, play, romance/adventure, friends, work, and exercise.
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I

put a dot in each section at the degree to which I was fulfilled in that area. Dots

toward the outer rim indicated the most satisfaction. Four of my dots were
toward the outer rim while two were toward the middle of the slice. lnterestingly
enough, the two in the middle were work and spirituality-the two areas that
needed some attention. Moreover, by placing a high priority on my spirituality
during the past year, that area, as well as the others, are coming into balance.
I really believe that this last drawing reflects the progress I have made

toward having a more balanced life. I am just amazed at the drawing that came
forth. Consciously lwas not at all thinking about drawing a picture that
represented balance. Obviously, I dad; that was in my heaft, it was important to
me, and I was obedient and allowed it to come forth.

The balance I'm referring to, however, is not a balance where there are no

fluctuations. There still are those activities or events that stimulate growth and
creativity, but that is within the larger picture of balance in my whole life.
This drawing also speaks to me of leadership. ln fact, it's turning into my
leadership model. The aspect of balance is important in life and Ieadership, but
it's not only the balance between the different slices of my life. lt's the balance
between the internal and external aspects. I don't want to be so focused
internally that lcan't use those internal learnings in my outward, daily

life. lthink

my internal growth will just naturally flow outward, whether that's reflected in
leading a group at work or creatively solving a problem. I want to give myself all
the freedom it needs to come forth.
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My leadership flows out of a balanced life. From that position of meaning,

security and fulfillment, I can much more confidently reach out to those around

me. I remember something my mom told me on more than one occasion, "you
always think of yourself!" lwish she were here now so I could share my
drawings with her. She died seven years ago this month, and lthink she would

be proud of the progress l've made" With those memories and my recent
experiences in mind, I desire to help others experience some of the blessings
and rewards I have from listening to my heart and leading and living from that

place. The outward flowing points of the semi-circles on my Iast drawing depicts
that element of reaching out to others.

A person I was prompted to contact recently was Marianne Hieb, who

is

the author of the art-journaling article mentioned in my research. The
conversation that I had with herwas wonderfull We could immediately relate to
each other on a heart level because of similar experiences we have shared with
our drawings. She is an artist, an art therapist, a spiritual director and now works
in a wellness center located in New Jersey. When I shared my background with
her, a finance manager (at that time) with no technical art background, we just

laughed. Based on her experience, she reiterated that art-journaling can be
powerful for a non-artist. That individual has no defenses of knowing what's

technically right; it's just another language that comes forth.
Some of her other suggestions to me were, "You are the only person who
really knows what your drawings mean. No one can tell you. You need to test it
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out. lt's about revelation. Use it as an icon. Be reverent with it. Allow the
experience. lt's a prayer experience. Allow it freedom. Notice the similarities,
differences, changes, movements. Yes, you may feel vulnerable in sharing it
with others. You may be judged. Be discerning. lt's a gift to give vulnerability.
Be courageous to follow it."

Marianne mentioned the word "icon," and I don't know if that triggered a
thought in my subconscious or not, but all of a sudden one evening, a few days
after talking with her, I thought of the word "mandala" and got out my Jung

textbook. What is a mandala? An icon? Was this Iast drawing of mine a
mandala? An icon? Or both?
After rereading some of Jung's material (1964), a mandala, or the
repeated and balanced circular images, symbolizes wholeness, the center from

which consciousness stems, or the realization of the

self.

Heib wrote an article

on icon space and quoted Henri Nouwen as stating that "icons. . . are created
for the sole purpose of offering access, through the gate of the visible, to the
mystery of the invisible. lcons are painted to lead us into the inner room of
prayer and bring us close to the heart of God" (qtd. in Hieb, May 1996, p. 20).

Without realizing it, I had drawn a mandala, or a picture of wholeness! lt
was also an icon or the symbol I used to reflect the balance in my life. I was just
ovenruhelmed when I realized all of

this! Allowing the drawing to continue to

speak has brought forth more revelation
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I would have

never imagined that I could summarize my key learnings

from the leadership program with no words--and only an abstract drawing that
yet spoke, and continues to speak, in a more powerful way to my heart and from
my heart. WOW!

As my thesis project is gradually moving off my "to do" list, what do

!

anticipate as I look ahead on my journey? I can't see clearly as there are bends
in the road. However, I believe my drawing will be a part of the adventure.

Whether that will develop personally for me or professionally for others, I don't

know. However, I am content knowing that God will reveal how he wants me to
use this gift as well as all of the other experiences that l've shared.
I have been obedient. I have listened. To my heart. To my art.

AMEN!
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